The 81 Br and 209 Bi NQR spectra of Cs 3 Bi 2 Br 9 have been studied over a wide temperature range ( 81 Br-NQR: 77 < T/K < 383;
Introduction
The crystal structure of Cs 3 Bi 2 Br 9 is built up by colligated Bi 2 Br 9~ anion layers in which the octahedra BiBr 6 share three cis-vertices with three neighboring octahedra [1] . The Cs + cations reside in highly symmetric vacancies with hexagonal site symmetry. So far it has been found that (CH 3 NH 3 ) 3 Sb 2 Br 9 [2] and (CH 3 NH 3 ) 3 Bi 2 Br 9 [3] are isomorphous with Cs 3 Bi 2 Br 9 at room temperature. The three named compounds make an interesting series of phase transitions [4] : It has been observed that (CH 3 NH 3 ) 3 Bi 2 Br 9 undergoes three successive transitions at 188,140, and 101.5 K. These transitions are connected with librational motions of the methylammonium cation [5] . In (CH 3 NH 3 ) 3 Bi 2 Br 9 the third, low temperature phase transition is an improper ferroelectric transition. No corresponding transition has yet been found in (CH 3 NH 3 ) 3 Sb 2 Br 9 , though it is not excluded that such a transition may appear at T < 80 K. Therefore, it seemed to be interesting to investigate whether an analogous phase transition scheme holds for the isomorphous cesium enneabromodibismuthate(III). NQR (nuclear quadrupole resonance) has often presented valuable information on solid state phase transitions because of the high sensitivity of NQR frequencies to the electronic state around the resonant nucleus. Previous work [6] The NQR signals were observed on a superregenerative type spectrometer. The accuracy of frequency measurement was estimated to +10 kHz unless otherwise noted. The temperature was measured via a copper-constantan thermocouple to +1 K.
Results and Discussion
In Table 1 the  81 Br and  209 Bi NQR frequency values found at 77 K and at room temperature are listed. The assignment of the Br NQR frequencies given to the isotope 81 Br was confirmed by observing the corresponding 79 Br NQR frequencies, too. For 209 Bi only one signal could be observed within the searched range 8.3 to 22.4 MHz at room temperature and 7.0 to 10.3 MHz at 77 K. Therefore we have not been able to assign the observed resonance to an appropriate transition m<-+m± 1 between the 209 Bi (7 = 9/2) levels.
The NQR spectrum at room temperature is consistent with the crystal structure of Cs 3 Bi 2 Br 9 at room temperature [1] which reveals two kinds of bromine 0932-0784 / 92 / 1200-1259 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. -Br) ) 3 . Therefrom we conclude that the higher 81 Br NQR frequency belongs to the shorter distance d(Bi-Br t ).
Additionally, this is confirmed by the intensity ratio: the higher frequency line is about twice as intensive as the lower frequency line. Both, frequencies and intensities allow a safe assignment to the crystallographic positions and thereby to the bond properties of the bromine atoms.
The temperature dependence of the 81 Br and 209 Bi NQR frequencies is shown in Figure 1 From the NQR spectrum one learns that the phase transition at T c must be a structural one. The symmetry changes: the atoms Br t become crystallographically inequivalent in the low temperature phase. It may well be, that the phase transition is of similar nature as that of the third, low temperature transition in (CH 3 NH 3 )3Bi 2 Br 9 . The continuous change of the curves v= f{T) suggests that the transition is of second order. It is difficult to explain why the v( 81 Br t )=/(T) curve of the terminal bromines exhibits a very small maximum around 220 K. Also the slopes in dv( 81 Br b )/ dT and dv( 209 Bi)/dT are slightly changing, probably due to excitations of certain librational motions within the anion Bi 2 Br9~.
